BULLETIN! The College Administration, after several weeks of equivocation has just recognized the justice of our demands and has assigned the great Paul as the place for the Strike. This represents another victory for organized student demands.

The Third Student Strike Against War, this time larger than ever, will be held this Wednesday, April 22, at 11 o'clock. At City College, the preparations for the Strike are beginning to pick up speed. The Strike Committee of 16 is going ahead on all cylinders. Strike buttons to the amount of $300 have already been sold; the art staff is turning out ten posters daily; various organizations participating in the life of the College, such as the Student Council, American Student Union, Young People's Socialist League, and many causes in all branches of the council have endorsed the Strike. The Anti-Fascist Association of the Staffs of the City College, and Lewis Mumford of the Board of Higher Education have also endorsed the Strike.

As in previous years, the Student Strike will be a forceful and dramatic affair. It is held as a dress rehearsal for our action in the face of war crises. It is to make perfectly clear that the STUDENTS OF AMERICA WILL NOT SUPPORT ANY WAR CONDUCTED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

We maintain this position of refusal to support any war conducted by the government because we understand that modern wars are caused by imperialist rivalries over markets and colonies. No matter what the specific incidents leading to the outbreak of hostilities, all imperialist nations are equally responsible. None ought and none shall receive our support. City College students for years have been in the forefront of the struggle against war. With the war danger daily becoming more acute, we must strike in larger numbers than ever before to demonstrate our unyielding opposition to war. We must show that we are still in the vanguard of those students who sincerely oppose war, and who are willing to actively show that they will fight war. One often fights fire with fire, so there is nothing particularly anomalous in calling for a fight against war.

But to make the Strike go over big, the great mass of the student body must also do something. The Strike Committee therefore calls upon you to support this Strike by the following concrete actions:

1. Buy Strike buttons.
2. Buy the latest Student Advocate—5¢ pages—five cents.
3. Talk up the Strike in your classes and among your friends.
4. JOIN THE AMERICAN STUDENT UNION.
5. STRIKE APRIL 22 AT 11 O'CLOCK!

SUPPORT THE OXFORD PLENARY!
DEFEND ACADEMIC FREEDOM!
SCHOOLS NOT BATTLESHIPS!
ABOLISH THE R.O.T.C.!

City College Main Building Day Session Strike Committee.